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Went to check my AV and came across Adware.ag. Thought, let me finish fixing this first.. Looks like I am completely removed. It was a driver which caused the issue. Adware.ag seems to have a script which is meant to be ran at startup or as part of some update and when you run it, it allows it to download and install updates. Luckily, the software that cleans it
up, Malwarebytes, was able to remove it. It’s only about 12MB in size so it’s not the largest rogue program out there. But when it does occur, it can cause your computer to have serious problems and if it doesn't get removed, it can be very hard to fix. Fixed my problem by removing all "Mass Updates for Microsoft" programs and drivers that were causing them.
Microsoft Support usually re-installs all previous "Mass Updates for Microsoft" and old drivers, so by manually removing them I saved time, money, and headaches. Microsoft is notorious for not removing old drivers or updates installed using their supposed "Mass Updates for Microsoft". So I looked at all drivers and updates installed by MS using a script to tell if
any were installed because of "Mass Updates for Microsoft", and if so, I removed them. I found a few older updates installed by MS that shouldn't have been, and those were removed. Here's the script: http://www.microsoft.com/resources/documentation/windows/xp/all/proddocs/en-us/mpsdk_gx.mspx?mfr=true In case you are facing similar problems and don't

want to remove unnecessary drivers and updates installed by MS using their "Mass Updates for Microsoft", the script that I have mentioned above can also be used to find any unnecessary drivers or updates installed by MS and uninstall them. It is available at:
http://www.microsoft.com/resources/documentation/windows/xp/all/proddocs/mpsdk_gx.mspx?mfr=true
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I was on the process of switching to W10, and thought I had downloaded it, it turned out to be an older build. So I simply ran my re-install
of W10 from MS, and it turned out that Microsoft had released an update to the W10 installer to force the upgrade, as the older I

previously was on W10, caused the W10 upgrade to fail. System said I already had kb3020369 so I went ahead and installed kb3172605
whilst being disconnected from the router and disabling Windows Update (both in the Windows Update program and by stopping the

service). Following a quick reboot I set Windows Update back to Auto (delayed Start). By George..it appears to have worked. It's telling
me I need Updates AND letting me download and install them. To be honest I am contemplating whether or not it's actually better to set

it to manual and put a big sticker on the laptop saying manually update every 3 months or let me check..I prefer human intervention with
these updates so as to weed out any er, how can I put it, irregularities with stuff we are told we need (or force-fed) but actually don't (like
the free Windows 10 upgrade lol). After disabling and enabling windows update I restarted my computer and checked for updates and it
stated that I was having an early upgrade and was not prompted by windows update for another 3 months. May try going back to the old
system if it continues to do this, unless this fix worked and I forget what I did to fix it originally. Also, if I do have to update, I will leave it
to do it automatically as I am really tired of rebooting my computer constantly when it happens to even just plug in my digital camera

(which doesn't need a restart after being plugged in)! 5ec8ef588b
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